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ABSTRACT 
The upper bound analysis of metal- forming processes 
using the ring velocity field is a very useful tech- 
nique for the study of axisymmetric forging and ex- 
trusion of complicated shapes because of its simpli- 
city, accuracy, and practicality.  In this paper, a 
previously-developed analysis of a ring of rectangular 
cross-section is recapitulated, and a newly-developed 
analysis to determine the internal power of deformation 
and shear losses for rings of triangular cross-section 
is presented. 
The internal power of deformation can be calcu- 
lated by numerical integration.  However, when it is 
desirable to economize on computer time, a few other 
methods are proposed here.  These methods provide alter- 
natives to overcome the difficulty which is caused by 
too bulky computation in certain cases.  For the cal- 
culation of the shear losses, the existence of more 
than one neutral point (where the velocity discontinuity 
diminishes) must be taken into account on each boundary. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the ring velocity 
field, its energy requirements and material flow for 
direct extrusion through a conically converging die 
arc analyzed.  The results are compared with those 
of the spherical velocity field, which is the most 
powerful field for simple geometries.  And, even 
though the ring velocity field produces slightly 
higher load in dead-zone formation than does the 
spherical velocity field, the results are considered 
to be satisfactory. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
The upper-bound theory has been applied to ana- 
lysis of many metal - forming processes because of its 
practicality (Ref. 1).  The analysis, using the upper- 
bound theory, makes it possible to determine the upper 
bound on the forming load.  Moreover, by searching 
for lower upper bounds on the load, approximate metal 
flow patterns can be determined.  Although the upper- 
bound method is practical in terms of giving reasonable 
load values, a too-complicated velocity field might 
result in impossibly bulky computation.  Therefore, 
there must be some compromise between accuracy of 
velocity field and simplicity of computation. 
The application of the upper-bound approach to 
axisymmetric forging and extrusion processes by the 
division of the workpiece into smaller ring elements 
is presented in this study.  As illustrated in Fig. 1, 
the whole cross-section of the workpiece may be divided 
into rings of rectangular and triangular cross-section. 
All velocities and powers can be calculated for each 
ring. 
Rectangular ring elements were treated by Tar- 
novsky (Ref. 2), while rectangular and triangular 
elements were developed by Kudo (Refs. 3 and A).  The 
concept was further expanded by Avitzur (Refs. 5 and 6), 
Avitzur and Van Tyne (Refs. 7, 8, 9, and 10). and 
Kiuchi (Ref. 11). 
In this paper, the treatment of the internal power 
and shear loss associated with the rectangular cross- 
section will be reviewed and summarized, while those of 
the triangular cross-section will be detailed.  A pre- 
viously-developed velocity field for rings of rectangular 
cross-section will be recapitulated, and a new deriva- 
tion for rings of triangular cross-section presented. 
For the sake of brevity, this paper will refer to this 
field (which includes rectangular and triangular ele- 
ments) as the "ring velocity field." 
In section 3, the ring velocity field is applied 
to the analysis of direct extrusion and is compared 
with the spherical velocity field, which has become an 
extremely popular field for flow-through conical con- 
verging dies . 
2.  BASIC CONCEPTS 
VELOCITY FIELD OF RING OF RECTANGULAR CROSS - SECT I ON 
Figure 2 describes the geometry and velocities of 
a ring of rectangular cross-sect ion.  U represents a 
radial component of velocity, and W represents a verti- 
cal component of velocity.  The subscripts i and j re- 
present the position of R-axis and Y-axis, respectively. 
The first assumption is that any normal component of 
velocity, U or W, must be uniform along the boundary it 
crosses.  The rectangular ring has four such boundary 
velocities, which are determined from the boundary condi- 
tions (such as tools and adjacent rings), or by mini- 
mization of the power.  The velocity which must be 
determined through minimization of the power is treated 
as a pseudo-independent parameter.  The definition of 
pseudo-independent parameters is provided in Ref. 12. 
However, after the velocities are defined across three 
surfaces of a rectangular ring, the fourth velocity is 
determined automatically by volume constancy.  Further- 
more, if the fourth velocity is on a cylindrical surface, 
then the fourth is determined from the relative velocity 
of top surface to bottom surface and from the velocity 
of the other cylindrical surface. 
The second assumption is that the vertical compo- 
nent of velocity inside the ring changes its value li- 
nearly according to its Y-position.  When Ci, C? and 
C3 are constants determined from the geometry and the 
velocities on the boundaries, 
W = CiY + C2 (1) 
W|v    = W. . - C,y. + C2 (a) Y = y.    i,j    1Jj 
W|v     = W. ... = Ciy.,, + Y=yj+i     I-J+1        J+1 (b) 
By   solving  Eq.    (a)   and   (b), 
W.    .,,-W.    . 
yj+l'yj 
W.    .<y.,,-W.    .,, *y. 
yj+l"yj 
From volume constancy, 
CRR + ceo+cYY ""3R~ + R"+aY~u 
3U   ,   U   ,   r     _   n 
••      3R +  R +  Cl   -   ° 
£  •  I^CRO)   -  -  C, (c) 
By integrating Eq. (c), 
0 = - CL R + c^ (M 
U[R=r. = U. . = - £j-r. + ^l 1
   1    i,j     2  I   r. J
I 
C3 = S-1 r? + r.U. . (5) 2   l    I l, j v ' 
VELOCITY FIELD OF RING OF TRIANGULAR CROSS-SECTION 
Figure 3 illustrates the geometry and velocities 
of a ring of triangular cross-section.  For this case, 
uniformity of the normal componenent of velocity along 
a boundary is assumed.  But along an inclined surface, 
the vertical component of velocity, ft. •, is also 
^ > J 
uniform. 
From volume constancy in Fig. A 
v  - v - 
(ft. ..,-fl. .)(r?,. -R2)TT = U2TTR-i±! i(r..,-R) 
i.j+1  i,j/v l+l ri+l"ri  1+1 
ri+rri„ , ri+i. U   =  4(W.    ...-ft.    .)   **1     x(l   4- _£±) 2K i.j+1    i,jyyj+1-yj R    ' (d) 
i r.,,-r. r.,. 
1/A I'T \    1+1       l/i .        i+l> U|R=ri - DiJ - J(wlij+1-Wl>J)7±-±r7i(l+ ~f)   (a) 
From Eq. (d) and (e) , 
U. .*r.     r 
rl rl+l R 
Therefore  U = - a,(1 + |i) (6) 
r. 
where   a, = - —-±  U. . (7) 
ri+r.+1  i,j 
i+L 
From volume constancy 
• • 
CRR        C00        CYY        8R        R        3Y 
3W 3U        U 1        3   ,R,-n        aj_ 
3Y        '   DR   ~   R        "   R   '    3lTKU;        R 
.'.    W   =   a,| +   f(R) 
y 
WL =   W.    ...    =   a,   -4^- +   f(R) 
Y=yj+i      L'J+1 R 
f(R)   =  W.    ,x1    -   a, J+l 
where     a3   -   -   aj   y-i-i 
(8) 
i,j+l       i     R 
Therefore    W=a1^+a3i+aM (9) 
(10) 
a,   -  W (11) 
The triangular ring shown in Fig. 3 (Type 1) is 
one of four different triangular rings.  Other trian- 
gular rings (types 2, 3, and 4) are shown in Figs. 5, 
8 
6 and 7, respectively.  Similarly, the velocity field 
can be calculated for each case. 
VOLUME CONSTANCY 
For the ring of rectangular cross-section, the 
normal components of four velocities on the boundaries 
have the following relationship because of volume 
constancy: 
-2nr.(y. ,,-y.)U. . + 2nr. ,.(y. ,,-y.)ti. , . . iVJJ + l 3y    i,j      i+lv;j+l 'j' i+l. J 
-rt(r  2-r2)W. • + *(r . , ,? -r2 )W. ..,=0 v
 i+l i/   i,j    v i+l  i7 I,j+1 
r. , r. 
2
-r?   W. .-W. ... 
••• 0.+1 . = -J- U. . + \     I+1 x   x  i.J  ^J+l  (12) i+i.J    ri+1   i.j    7  ri+1        yj+i-yj 
Similarly, for the ring of triangular cross-section, 
three velocities can be related: 





U.   = .  1  . _i+L_i (w. .-W. ..,,) (13) 
I.J        277    yj+i-yj     I.J   i.j+i 
INTERNAL POWER OF RING OF RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION 
Internaia power of deformation can be calculated as 
2 
earlier derived in different forms by Tarnovski  and 
3 1 Kudo, and presented by Avitzur  (pp. 77-102). 
w. = - o  / -A/ic. . c. . dV 
Since   cRQ   =   cRy   =     Efjy=   0 
2 
ri+l   /j + ln 
[w.]..  = -£co / /     ->/^ciw+ceea+cYY>2T,RdYdR 





'        r = C1.C3 ' =r 
RR      " "2~   "   R^   '     OQ "   T       R7"   '     YY       Ll 
Therefore,   ^R^OO^Y^   =  ^(^€^+2  ^-) 
ri+l 
.   [w.].    •   =^-o     / (y.,, -y.)2TiR\/r Cf+£| 1
    1JL,J /~   O   J VJ1+1   ^j7 v^* R 
Finally, 




  ^^f¥J)|i§ri 
10 
See Appendix L for a more detailed derivation. 
INTERNAL POWER OF RING OF TRIANGULAR CROSS-SECTION 
Internal power of Type 1 triangular ring in Fig. 3 
can be calculated from Eq. (6) ^ (11) as follows: 
3JJ _ a i a2 
CRR   3R    R; 
_ 0 _   a i   a i a ? 
C0G   R     R "  R? 
3W _ a 
CYY   3Y ~ R 
1/30 , 3Wv _   l/a,Y   a,, 
CRY ~ 7(3Y + 3l} = " 2(^7 + ^ 
CR0   C0Y   ° 
Therefore 
ri+l yj+L 
o /r" / JR4V?aRR+^0^YY+^RY^1,RdYdR 
where   a 
-^^- (15) ri+rri 
B = yj+1 - ar.+1 (16) 
After performing integration with respect to Y and 
11 
substituting R = r-a., (see Appendix 2), 
[Vi,j = K x   (-f?'("-ri) (17) 
where K =  —TT o I a i I r . . , 
K     o '  ' l+l 
g,(a,r*) =/    G(r)dr 
rv 1 
G(r) = J(i-I)l^rr??+rTiT^2-rtrrTy? 
i 2 ,, . . ? >. ~ . ,-1  a(r-l) 
+ — (1+r+r )Smh  
r 2/TTrTr"2 





r. 0. .   , 






The internal power of the Type 2 triangular ring 
in Fig. 5 can be expressed in the equations, which are 
identical to Eq. (17) ^  Eq. (22) for a Type 1 triangular 
ring.  Similarly, the internal power of the Type 4 tri- 
angular ring in Fig. 7 can be calculated in the same way 
as the Type 3 triangular ring in Fig. 6.  Therefore, 
only two sets of equations are necessary for calcu- 
lating the internal power of the four possible types of 
triangular ring. 
12 
The internal power of a Type 3 triangular ring 
can be calculated as follows: 
Velocity field is   0 = -,T,(1+%L) (6) 
K 
Y 1 W=ai£+a3£ +  a.. (9) 
r.,,U. ,,    . 
1 1+1       1+1   . J /IT \ where a,   =   - LJ- (2 3) 
I     I+I 
a2   =   r. (24) I 
a3   =   -aiY;+1 (25) 
a,   =  WiJ + 1 (26) 
Internal power is 
ri+l  yj+l 
[w,] = 4°o /     / '  V?aRR+^^YY+2'RY)2T,RdYdR 
,J
    r.    a,R+fi, 
yi+l"yi 
where     a, = - —I—- J- (27) 
ri+rri 
Bi   =   y.   -   a,r.+1 (28) 
From Eq. 15 and 27, a = -aj 
After performing integration with respect to Y and 
substituting R = r • a., (see Appendix 3) , 
lVi,j = K x S^(a.rJ) (29) 
13 
where K = -no.'a, |r.'+1 
/3 o 
g3(.».r*) = r* /   G(I^)dr 
rv 
1 
1. G(r) = |(1- ±)/4(r*+r+l)-K- (r-l)? 

















The integrations in Eq. (19) and (30) must be 
performed numerically, since they are too complicated 
to calculate analytically.  When minimization of power, 
which is discussed in Section 3, APPLICATION, must be 
performed with respect to unknown velocities (handled 
here as the pseudoindependent process parameters), 
these integrations need be done only once because this 
integration can be determined by tool configuration. 
Therefore, through the iterating step in the minimi- 
zation with respect to velocities, the results of 
14 
integrations can be treated as constants.  Only |ai | , 
which is determined by velocities and geometry, must 
be changed at each iterating step.  Consequently, 
ordinary numerical integration was used in Section 3, 
APPLICATION. 
But in the case of geometry being a parameter, 
subject to the minimization procedure, the determination 
of the integral becomes more critical because this nu- 
merical integration must be performed at each iterating 
step in the minimization.  It causes intolerably long 
computation time.  In certain cases, it might become 
extremely necessary to consider a geometric parameter. 
Therefore, means to save computation time should be 
considered.  Here, one method is proposed.  This method 
obtains the integration values by interpolating ap- 
proximate values from the table of the numerical inte- 
gration, which should be computed only once before the 
iteration in the minimization. 
As examples, the values calculated numerically for 
-gi(a.rv) for a triangle ring of Type 1 and g3(a,rv) 
for a triangle ring of Type 3 are tabulated with respect 
to a and r£ in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.  Through 
these tables, one interesting phenomenon was found. 
For a triangle of Type 1 
G(r) = H(r) + I(r) 
15 
1 
where H(r) = J(l- ±)/A(r'+r+l)+,' (r-1) 
T/ N   2,,,. . ?v^. ,-1  u(r-l) I(r) = -(1+r+r )Sinh   — - 
2/1 + r+r 
And  h,(a,r*) = / * H(r)dr 
r . 
l 
ii (fi.rj) = /   I(r)di 
l 




qi is very close to zero for a   certain combination of 
a and rv.  qi is shown graphically with respect to a 
and rv in Fig. 8.  Since h](a,r*) can be integrated 
analytically, 2xhi(a,rv) should be used instead of glt 
if the difference between them is small.  Two-thirds 
of qi values with respect to u and r*   in Fig. 8 shows 
less than 5% difference, which might be tolerably 
accurate.  For this range, it is not necessary to build 
the table for the numerical integration. 
The analytical solution of h1(a,r^'). 
. 2 
,          , b+- 
h,(u.r*) = V^+^Kr -1+ £) /r^+bT+T + Sinh_i(—-—) 12
      A   2 /7^, 
,   1 ,, , b2Nc. , -l,2r+b vi + 7(l-b--7-)Sinh  (  ) I . Z *4 rj j—7-   r' /4-b    : 
16 
(33) 
where        b = 7-1—7- U + 'i 
Similarly, for Type 3, 
1 
h3(ci,r*) = r* /   H(4f)dr 
rv    i 
1 
1 
ij(n,r*) = r* /   I(4r)dr 
rv    1 
1 
i3(u,r*) 
q 3 = 1 - (3A) 
h3(u,rj) 
q3 is shown graphically with respect to u and rv in 
Fig. 9.  From Fig. 9 it is observed that ZhsCu.r*). 
which can be integrated analytically, can be used in- 
stead of g3(u,rv) within a certain range of a and rv 
The analytical solution of h3(cx,rv). 
(a.r*) = ^/AT^-r*2 |(£ -l+^x/i-^)^  b~  + 1 1    2      1 ' A    2rv/v rv    rv 
1 v  1      1 
1 b+2—  1     K2      1 ^        1 
+ Sinh"L( £-)+^(l-b-2-)Sinh"i(—^—)|   (35) 
1 
,    ,   A - 2 a : 
where b =  
4+u2 
Besides interpolating approximate values from the 
table of the numerical integration, there are a few more 
17 
means to overcome the difficulty of obtaininp, the inte- 
gration values.  An extensive examination of those means 
would require a whole new work.  Therefore, they will 
not be examined deeply here, but are merely described 
briefly below. 
(1) To explore the analytical solution of i|(a , r?). 
(2) To change r./r,,, ratio by more elements so that 
hj and h3 can be used instead of ii and is   for 
satisfactory accuracy. 
The internal power of the triangular ring was cal- 
culated by Kudo in Ref. 2.  His final equations, ob- 
tained by approximation, proved to have a sizeable error 
in extreme cases (e.g. very large u).  Therefore, the 
numerical integration of gi and g3, or the analytical 
integration of hi and hi should be used, depending on 
required accuracy. 
SHEAR LOSS 
The normal component of velocity along a boundary 
is continuous because of volume constancy.  However, the 
tangential component can be discontinuous.  This discon- 
tinuity along a boundary creates shear loss.  The shear 
loss takes place on the boundary between adjacent rings 
of the material as well as between a ring and a tool. 
Generally, this term can be expressed as follows: 
18 
w 




'Vij — a      j    |Av|dS /3 ° S (37) 
(between a ring and a tool) 
where m is a friction factor between a ring and 
a tool. 
If a neutral point, where there is no velocity 
discontinuity, does exist, integration must assume the 
positive losses on both sides of the neutral point. 
For contact between the rectangular ring and the tri- 
angular ring on a cylindrical surface in Fig. 10, the 
neutral point on Y-axis is 
a s/r .+a i,-C, 
Y  = , K    if y. <   Y  < y.,, 
n  C,-a,/r.        -yj    n   'j + 1 (38) 
w RE CjY + C2 
ft   -   Y a-    l   a. 
TR ~ 3lR   a'R   a<* 
kAt the neutral point, WRP|    = $TR| 
KL
 R=r.   X  R=r 
n J+l 
Therefore, / |Av|dS - /  |Av|2nr.dY +/    |Av|2nr. 




where  .'v -W^^   - WTR|R=r_ 
1 1 
For contact between the rectangular ring and the 
triangular ring on a horizontal plane in Fig. 11, the 
neutral points on R-axis are 
R   = i- {a, + /af+2C,(a,a?+C,)} n i   0 i 
1 R       = ±_ {a, - /a'i+2Cf(a,a2+Cj)} 
n 2   i) (40) 
if r. < R  <  R  <  r.,, l   n?    ni    l+l 
r u RE 
U TR 
c,   c, 
T  R + ~R 
ai(l+ X) 
w At the neutral point, URp|Y=  = U*TRIY- 7J 
Therefore 
Rn 2 Rn i 
/ |Av|dS «= /  |Av|2:iRdR +/  |Av|2nRdR + 
S r. Rn 2 l 
i+1 
+ /R   |Av|27iRdR   (41) 
n I 
where Av - 0  |     - UTR| 
7
 3 'l 
See further derivations in Appendix 4. 
Similarly, the shear loss on boundaries between two 
rectangular rings and on boundaries between a rectangular 
20 
ring and a tool can be calculated.  One special case of 
shear loss occurs along the inclined surface of the tri- 
angular ring.  Here, for simplicity, W. . in Fig. 12 is 
assumed to be zero.  This assumption is for the case 
where the triangular ring contacts the stationary tool 
(e.g., a die) on the inclined surface (Type 1). 
The velocity of the material along the inclined 
surface is 
v = U cosa' + W sina' 
when a = tana' ,       v = (U-faW)cosa' 
From Eq. (6) and (9), 
a        Y    1 
v = {-a! (!+£*■) + a(ai£ +a^ +ai,)}cosal 
Since the inclined boundary can be expressed as Y=aR+B, 
v  =   {tr(a i aB+a 5a-a ] a 2)   4-  a^a-ai+a   ajjcosa1 
The   shear   loss   on   the   inclined   surface   is 




|V|2TIR   ^ r 1
    ' cosa 
[ws]i(j   =  ^ moo|i(aa„-a1+a?a1)(ri+J-rp 
■aia2 (1+a-1) (r^-x^) | (42) 
21 
3.  APPLICATION 
ANALYSIS OF DIRECT EXTRUSION USING THE RING VELOCITY 
FIELD 
It might be reasonable to choose a simple case such 
as direct extrusion for an example of application.  Di- 
rect extrusion has been widely analyzed by upper-bound 
theory using other velocity fields.  Therefore, it is 
easy to evaluate the results from the ring velocity 
field by direct extrusion. 
The configuration of the workpiece and the tools is 
illustrated in Fig. 13.  The punch is moving downward 
at velocity-1.  The die, having a conical converging 
surface, is stationary.  Consequently, the material is 
extruded at the exit where Y = ylp since the gap between 
the punch and the die, where Y = y3 and R = r3l is too 
small to permit metal flow.  After extrusion, the ma- 
terial in Region I moves downward as a rigid body.  So, 
the deformation takes place in Regions II, III, IV, and 
V. 
From the boundary conditions, several normal compo- 
nents of velocities on the boundaries can be determined 
as 0   = ft   = -1 because punch velocity is equal to 
1 , 3      2 , s 
-1, as U   = W   =0 because the die is stationary, 
J • 2       2  ,  1 
• • 
and as U   = U   = 0 because Regions II and IV are 
discs (or they are rings whose internal radii are zero) . 
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Now  the   five  velocities,   U        ,   U        ,   W        ,   W        ,   and 
2 t 1      2,7      1.1      1,2 
W   , which must be determined to calculate the powers, 
2 . 7 
cannot be determined.  But if one velocity (for instance 
U   ) from these five velocities is assigned a certain 
2 . 2 
value, the other four velocities can automatically be 
determined from volume constancy, as shown in the pre- 
vious section.  From the upper-bound theorem, the actual 
flow pattern (velocities) takes place in such a way 
that the total power is minimum.  Therefore, the power 
of this process can be determined through the minimiza- 
tion of the total power with respect to U 
2 .2 
The total power is expressed as follows: 
"total = El"iU,j + Zl"sli,j (A3) 
By calculating each term, the total power is also ex- 
pressed as follows: 
w    , = f(r2,r,,y2,y,,m,o  and U   )   (AA) uo cai o       2.2 
where r2,r3,y2,y3,m,o : independent process 
parameters 
U   : a pseudo-independent parameter 
2 . 2 
°xb Extrusion stress ratio ( ) can be calculated as 
o 
°xb          total // c\ 
—— = (A5) 
o _ •> 
o       r;no 5
     o 
where o  is the flow stress of the material 
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xb 
was calculated through the minimization of power 
o 
o 
by computer for various reductions (R c)   and semicone 
die angles (y). 
Rof - FT <46> 
Y = tan"'(-—'—) (47) 
r
 3 "Li 
The values which were used in these calculations are: 
y, = 0.0 
y3 = 3.0 .- die chamber length 
r, = 0.0 : axis of symmetry 
r2 = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 : radii at exit 
r3 = 1.0 : radius at entrance 
m =0.1 and 0.5 : friction factor 
Y = 10  ^ 90 : semicone die angle 
The results are shown graphically in Figs. 15 and 
16.  At some combinations of semicone die angle y, 
reduction R ^, and friction factor m, the dead zone 
(region A) forms as shown in Fig. 14.  When this takes 
place, no plastic deformation occurs in region A and 
semicone die angle y is no longer the boundary angle. 
Instead, the material of region A acts as a die and the 
dead-zone formation angle y1 must be used as the bound- 
ary angle.  In Figs. 15 and 16, the dashed lines show 
the results when the dead-zone formation is taken into 
24 
account.  The results with the dead-zone formation should 
be chosen, because they give lower energy than those 
without the dead-zone formation at high semicone angles. 
The velocity U    is used as a parameter for mini- 
2   t 2 
mization.  When the dead-zone formation is not taken into 
account, in most cases the velocity U   is zero, except 
2   i  2 
at high semicone die angles.  When the semicone die 
angle is high (close to 90 ), U    has some small nega- 
tive values.  However, when the dead-zone formation ^s 
considered, it prevails at high semicone die angles as 
illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16.  The solution derived by 
assuming the dead-zone formation gives U   =0.  Fur- 
2  . 2 
thermore, the criteria for U   < 0 without dead-zone 
2  , 2 
formation is identical to that for dead-zone formation 
in terms of semicone die angle.  Therefore, through this 
computation, the velocity U   , which is used as a para- 
2 . 2 
meter for minimization, proved to be zero for any combi- 
nation of y. m, and R r, when the dead-zone formation is 
taken into account.  Condition U   =0 means that Re- 
2 . 2 
gions IV and V are moving downward at velocity -1 as 
rigid bodies. 
In Fig. 17, w. _ ,, w., and w„ are shown graphical- 
° total    1 £> or 
ly when m = 0.1 and R f = 0.5.  In Table 3 and Fig. 18, 
as one example, computed velocities and powers are shown 
when m = 0.1, R ^ = 0.7, and y   -   60 .  In Appendix 5, 
the computer program which was used for this calculation 
is shown. ?c 
EVALUATION OF RING VELOCITY FIELD 
The solution of the direct extrusion by the spheri- 
cal velocity field is given in Ref. 1 (pp. 153-217). 
The velocity field is shown in Fig. 19. 
When the dead-zone does not form, the extrusion 
stress ratio is 
o , i 
XD
 - 2{f(YHn(p-)+-<(rr^T7 -cotY)+m cotY [ 2n (£l) -l+~f] > } 
o o_ r2/^  sin Y r2    r3 
(48) 
where f(Y) = (1-COSYA/I- pvSin2Y 
sin2Y      v   U^ 





/11-12  ,/ll      ^ / 11G.  2 
When the dead-zone forms, the extrusion stress ratio is 
= 2{f(Y';£n(j^-)+—<(c-l'v , -cotY')+cotY'Un(^-) 
0
 » xb 
oQ
v
r2  ^ 
vSm'Y r2 
-m(l- ^)]>)    .  (49) 
r2 
where the dead-zone semicone angle Y' can be found 
as the angle that minimizes Eq. (49). 
°xb By using Eqs. (48) and (49),   were calculated for the 
o 
same combinations of R fl Y, and m as were used in cal- or 
°xb 
culating   for the ring velocity field.  In Figs. 20 
o 
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and 21, the results are shown and compared with those 
from the ring velocity field.  These figures show 
that the solution from the ring velocity field approaches 
the solution from the spherical velocity field as R r 
increases, although the ring velocity field always gives 
a higher solution.  At high reduction of area (low R c) , 
the difference between the two velocity fields is 
greater, especially when m is low.  Except for a low 
reduction of area like R r = 0.9, the difference is of 
greater at very small Y-  This comparison is done by 
taking into account the dead-zone formation.  It should 
be noticed that the ring velocity field will give a 
remarkably higher solution at high Y than the spherical 
velocity field if the dead-zone formation is not con- 
sidered.  Therefore the consideration of the dead-zone 
formation is crucial to obtain a reasonable solution by 
the ring velocity field. 
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4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
L. The fundamental ideas used to analyze metal-form- 
ing processes by upper-bound theorem based on the 
ring velocity field were presented. 
2. The ring velocity field consists of rings of 
rectangular cross-section and of triangular cross- 
section.  The equations to calculate the internal 
power of deformation and shear loss for both rings 
were presented.  Since the internal power of the 
triangular ring has an integration which cannot be 
solved analytically, a few optional methods to 
treat this integration were proposed in this paper. 
3. The biggest advantage of the application of the 
upper-bound theory through the ring velocity field 
is that the analysis of metal-forming processes 
with complicated tool geometry, which can be solved 
by other methods  only with great difficulty, can 
be solved.  The validity of this solution was 
examined here by comparing it with that of the 
spherical velocity field for simple direct extru- 
sion. 
4. The difference between the two solutions lessens 
when the dead-zone formation is taken into con- 
sideration, although the ring velocity field 
28 
always gives higher energy and stress than the 
spherical velocity field.  When reduction of area 
is low (high R ,), the difference is very small. 
Through this analysis, it can be concluded that 
the ring velocity field gives a reasonable and 
applicable solution.  However, the dead-zone forma- 
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Table 3.  Computed Velocities and Powers 
when  m  =   0.1,   R 

















1. 1 -2.041 0.0 1.246 1.602 
1.2 -1.0 1.246 0.0 
1.3 -1.0 0.0 
2.1 0.0 -2.104 0.182 0.320 
2.2 -1.0 0.0 0.0 1. 744 0.0 
2.3 -1.0 0.0 
3. 1 
3.2 0.0 1.026 
wST - 0.313 
Total 5.676 1.922 
w    _   1   =  7.598   , total 
xb 
o 
=  2.419 
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FIGURE 1    DIVISION OF  CROSS-SECTION OF  WORKPIECE . 
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FIGURE 2   RING  OF  RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION 
FIGURE 3    RING OF    TRIANGULAR   CROSS-SECTION 
(TYPE 1) 
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FIGURE 5   RING OF  TRIANGULAR  CROSS-SECTION. 
(TYPE 2) 
i + 1 
FIGURE 6   RING OF  TRIANGULAR  CROSS-SECTION 
(TYPE 3) 
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FIGURE 8 q^ (TYPE 1) A MEASURE OF THE RELATION 
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INCLINATION OF  THE DIAGONAL OF  THE  TRIANGLE 
FIGURE 9   q    (TYPE 3): A  MEASURE OF  THE   RELATION 








R = r. 
i-1 r. ri + 1       R 
FIGURE 10    CONTACT BETWEEN RECTANGULAR  RING AND 
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u RE 
Y
 = y: 
u TR 
Y = y. 
y. j-1 
r. r. i + 1 R 
FIGURE II   CONTACT   BETWEEN RECTANGULAR RING AND 
TRIANGULAR  RING ON HORIZONTAL  PLANE. 
y: j + < 
i + 1 
FIGURE 12    SHEAR LOSS ON AN INCLINED SURFACE OF 
TRIANGULAR RING . 
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Y
*      PUNCH:  MOVING  DOWNWARD 
AT VELOCITY- 1 
GAP: 
NEARLY  ZERO 
DIE^ STATIONARY 
U,,is0 
FIGURE 13    CONFIGURATION  AND  BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
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FIGURE 15   EXTRUSION  STRESS RATIO VS. SEMICONE  DIE 
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FIGURE 16   EXTRUSION  STRESS RATIO VS. SEMICONE  DIE 
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FIGURE 17    POWER VS. SEMICONE  DIE ANGLE (m=0.1, 
Rof = 0.5) BY RING VELOCITY  FIELD. 
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y,*o 
FIGURE 18    LOCATION OF  EACH POWER 
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r
*   2 
v, ■ v0(7f)2 V =   Vf COS 6 


















RING VELOCITY FIELD WITH 
DEAD-ZONE  FORMATION 
SPHERICAL VELOCITY  FIELD 
WITH DEAD-ZONE  FORMATION 
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FIGURE 20 EXTRUSION STRESS  RATIO  VS. SEMICONE  DIE 
ANGLE (m = 0.1) COMPARISON OF  RING 
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FIGURE 21 EXTRUSION STRESS  RATIO VS. SEMICONE DIE 
ANGLE (m=0.5) COMPARISON OF  RING 
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Appendix   1 
IT   = x dR 




i   i.J 
r.   . _ __ 
A
 *    ■   X -   /3^?D^02   dR 
/3 v<yj+ryj) /   "V^'*^ X 
-o ii(y,      _v   ) .' 3  Ci t I^J* tCi\ 2   dx /3  o   ^ j + l  yj;     7 L'VX  +3(CT)     2^ 
v^j+i'V01 2_i_4/C3s  2_     2 I C 3 1









Appendix   2.      (Type   1) 
2    R„ R    R2 R?       2    R?       R? 
=  £L{Y2+2^- Y+(5J-)2+A(ai+a2R+R2)} 4R" al a' 
2TT , r dR 
ri+l,R     yj+l 
1
   
1,J
        /I ° r.        K     aR+B 
A/Y2+2^iY+(a^-)2+A(a^+a2R+R2)dY V    a i   a i 
(P) 
From integration formula 
X^ = (Ax2+Bx+C)'- 
when A > 0 and AAC > B2 
[vh, 2Ax+B vk   ,   AAC-B2  dx /x-dx = —^j- x- + -^- -^ 
;dx   1 c. , -1    2Ax j—r = ~~c Sinn  r- 
X-   A5        (AAC-B2)2 
The expression inside square root of Eq. (p) is 
A = 1, B = 2(a-i), C = (Ji)2+4(a2+a2R+R2) a i       a i 
A > 0, AAC-B2 = 16(a|+a2R-fR2) > 0 
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Because a 2 and R are positive values on R-axis. 
Therefore , 
i i.J  /5  o     r 
ri+l dR 
R l(2Y+2^-) 4     a i 
-^/Y:' + 2^-Y+(^)-+A(ap,+a2R4-R?) 
a i   a i 
+ £{4(^-)?+16(a^+a?R+R2)-4(^)- 
o   a i a i 
Sinh -1 
2Y+2^- 
Vl6(a^+a,R+R2)J aR+ B 
j + l 
(q) 
Since 6 = yj+1-a2a 
w. . . 
l l ,J /3 
-710 
1+1 a     /  
0|a,|/    {£(1- ^-y4(af+a2R+R')+a?(R-a2) 
ri 
+ ^(a^a.R+R^Sinh"'—^(R"a?)  }dR 
K 2v'a2?+a2R+R2 
By substituting R = a2r and dR = a2dr, 
[w.] = - K /  G(r)dr 
1 T-* ri 
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where   f   K   =   -no    la, fr.    I 
1        r. i+l 
G(r)   =   Jd-   ^ACr'+r+U+a'Cr-l) 
2 
r +  ^(l+r+r?)Sinh_1      a^~l) 
2/1+r+r7 
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Appendix 3 (Type 3) 
The same procedure can be followed till Eq. (q) 
in Appendix 2 . 
Since 6i = y. - a j r . . , , JJ '     1+1 
Iw.].        =i„o,.1,|/ri+1,-(l--) 
r I 
/37i I -fa 7 R+R7 )   +  a 2 TR-~a7T? 
+  |(al+  a?R+R7)Sinh        2>/a!;+a?R+R? 
By   substituting   R  =   a?r,   dR  =   a?dr,   and  a]   =   -a, 
ri4-l 
[w j       = ^0ja |r ?/ri {a(1. I)/zrr?:+rTTy^^xFrry 
/3 1 
+ ^(l+r+r?)Sinh"1     a(r~L)   } 
r 2/T+F+r? 
K   •   r*7/ri  G(r)dr 
1
     1 
By substituting Z = rv r and dZ = ri:  dr 
[w. ] . . = K • r*? f     GC^c)^ 1
 i i,J        l J , vrVyrV J
nv   I  i 
1 
.'. [w. ] . . = K • rv /  G(^c)dr 











 i + a' R + a 
r.*0. . 
1
  i.J 
r . + r . . , 1  l+l 
a? ri+l 
a ? a y • 
W. . 










Velocity fields of Types 1 and 3 triangular ring are 
described in Section 2, Basic Concept. 
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In the case of Fig. (10), contact on cylindrical 
surface, 
/ Av|2nr.dY = 2n { 2J.(Y I - Y ?) + (a ,+a „ r ) (Y, -Y , ) 
In the case of Fig. (11), contact on horizontal plane, 
R? 
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